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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Scope of This Review 

Atomic-beam experiments have provided much useful and precise 

information to nuclear and elementary-particle physics over the past 

several decades. For the purposes of this review, the significant recent 

developments in atomic-beam research are divided into three main cate-

gories: 

1.1.1 Structure of hydrogenic atoms; tests of quantum 

electrodynamics. - The invention of modern covariant quantum electro-

dynamics followed directly from the dramatic and celebrated discoveries 

of the Lamb shift and the anomalous magnetic moment of the electron in 

the late forties. Today, precise and critical tests of quantum electro-

dynamics are still provided by measurements of the radio-frequency 

spectra of hydrogenic atoms with atomic - beams and related techniques. 

For example, within the past several years new determinations of the 

fine structure of the n = 2 states of hydrogen and deuterium have sug-

gested the necessity for revision of the long-accepted value of the fine-

structure constant a, and have yielded results for the 
2 2 

2 S1/2 - 2 P1/2 

"Lamb shift" separation in disagreement with theory. A detailed dis'cus sion 

of recent work on hydrogenic atoms is given in Section 3. 

1.1.2 Atomic-beam tests of symmetry and invariance principles. -

The main developments described here have taken place along two distinct 

lines. For one, there are the recent sensitive atomic-beam tests for in-

trinsic static electric dipole moments (EDM) of the electron and neutron. 

If an elementary particle were discovered to possess a finite electric di-

pole moment, this would signify a breakdown of reflection and time -re-

versal invariance. 
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In another development a sensitive test of time-reversal invari-

ance in allowed beta decay has. been made by observation of the decays

in-flight of a polarized atomic beam of 19Ne . These and other tests of 

conservation laws are considered in Section 4. 
. . 

1.1.3 Static properties of atomic nuclei. -The standard atomic-

beam magnetic-resonance method continues to be useful for the deter-

mination of spins, hyperfine structure s (hfs), and static nuclear multi

pole momer;tts. An interesting new development has been its application 

to the study of isotope shifts, considered in Section 5. That section also 

contain-s a brief review of the current status of magnetic moment deter-

minations for mirror nuclei. 

At certain places in this r.eview I discuss experiments which are 

outside the strict domain of atomic beams. These are included where it 

is felt that (they make the general argUluent more coherent and compre-

hensible. For lack of space, I have omitted mention of many interesting 

recent works in standard atomic beams. I make no pretense at complete-

ness and apologize to my colleagues and readers for these omissions. 

Applications of atomic beams to production of polarized ion and 

electron beams for accelerators is discussed in another chapter of this 

volume (Haeberli). 

1.2 Other Revi~ws and Monographs 

Several thorough and detailed expositions of atomic-beam research 

have been published. Notable are the monographs of Ramsey (i), and of 

Kusch and Hughes (2). Both treat exhaustively the standard methods and v 

all principal developments which occurred .as late as the mid-fifties. 

Kopfermann ' s book Nucleilr Moments (3) covers a broader range of 
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material in somewhat less detail. More specialized works have also 

appeared, for example, the article by Hubbs and Nierenberg (4), which 

was published together with summaries of spin, parity, and nuclear mo

ment determinations by optical, microwave, nuclear magnetic resonance 

(NMR). electron spin resonance (ESR). angular correlation, and nu

clear-orientation methods. Chapters have also appeared in this series 

of volumes (5,6,7,8, 9), A useful corripilation of nuclear -moment values, 

obtained by various techniques, contains results which appeared in the 

literature before May 1964, and was prepared by Fuller. and Cohen (10)'. 

A revised edition of the Fuller-Cohen table will shortly. be published, 

and therefore we have not attempted to present a similar complete table 

in this review. 

Because such an extensive literature exists on atomic beams 

and related techniques, we shall give only a very brief r~sume of t'he 

well-known standard methods in Part 2, mainly to provide sorpe back

ground for the discussions which follow. 

2. STANDARD ATOMIC-BEAM METHODS 

2~1 Basic Techniques 

The standard atomic-beam magnetic resonance spectrometer is 

used to determine the energy differences between pairs of atomic levels, 

with corresponding frequencies ordinarily ranging from several cycles 

per second to hundreds of t'housands of megacycles per second, and 

occasionally extending to the optical region. The typical atomic - beam 

device consists of a beam sourse with a beam-defining slit, one or more 

collimating slits, pos sibly one or several beam stops, a detector, two 

inhomogeneous magnetic fields A and B which serve as state selectors, 
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and between the latter. 'a transition region immersed in a homogeneous 

magnetic field C, (See Figure 1.) The spectrometer i's capable of 

very high resolution,. since line widths are usually determined by the time 

spent by be~m atoms in the transition region. and they are determined 

little or not at all by effects such as spontaneous emission, and Doppler and 

collision broadening, The beam is usually composed of neutral atoms 

which effuse from the source aperture with a Maxwellian velocity distri

bution f(v) ::::: v
3 

exp( - mv
2
/2kT) . characteristic of the source temperature T, 

,..". 

Ordinarily the levels to be investigated are sublevels of the ground state or 

a metastable state with a mean life long compared with the beam transit 

time through the apparatus, although some experiments have been done on 

short-lived excited states (11). Atomic exc:itation is sometimes produced 

directly at the source, when, for example, a discharge tube provides a 

beam of noble gas atoms in a metastable state (12), Excitation can also 

be produced by electron bombardment or optical excitation of the beam 

(13,14), Discharge tubes and high-temperature ovens dissociate molec-

ular gases such as H 2 , °2 , and Cl 2 to for·m atomic beams such as H 
~ I '., ',~, 

and Q(1S; 16') •. Many radioactive .isotopes which have special source 

problems (7). have been investigated in the last 10 to 15 years', In 

several atomic -beam experiments, a continuous and rapid flow of tadio-

active material was maintained from production site (a cyclotron or 

reactor target) to the atomic beam source '(17_',1.8', ·i·g),' 
Several standard methods of beam detection are used. including 

the hot-wire surface-ionization detector (20) (which is nearly 100 percent. ~ 

efficient for alkali atoms). the' l universal' mass spectrometer detector (21), 

the method of deposition of condensible radioactive beams (22), and the 
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method of surface ejection of electrons by metastable atoms and ions '(23, 24). 

Alongside these well-established techniques several novel methods have 

been used successfully; these will be described in context below. 

The inhomogeneous magnetic fields A. and !?_ spatially deflect 

the beam according to the well-known formula: 

F = - 'V W = 'V (tJ.. B) 1. 
..".. ,.... ~..,.,.. .,.,. ,.,.,. 

Here F is the force on the atom, W is the internal energy of the 

atom, tJ. is the atomic magnetic moment, and B is the deflecting field. In - -
the ordinary two-wire or dipole field configuration, the beam is ribbon-

shaped(see Figure 2). In' this case equation 1 reduces to 

F z = tJ.eff (8B/8z) 2. 

where tJ. e ££ = - 8W/8B, and ~. is the direction shown in Figure 2. 

Extensive use has also been made of quadrupole and hexapole 

deflecting fields, where the beam has a circular cros s section and the 

deflections are radial (25). (See Figure 3. ) 

Transitions induced in the £. region are detected by their effect 

on the subsequent trajectory of the beam in the 12., region.' Typically, 

such transitions are brought about by imposing an oscillating magnetic 

field applied within a well-defined transition region'in addition to the 

homogeneous static magnetic field ~O. The latter may range from a fraction 

of a gauss to several thousand gauss. In the simplest case we are concerned 

with the probability P (t) for a transition from level p to level 9.. of 
p,q -

'a single atom with two levels p, q in the time t = f/v, where v is the 

velocity of the atom in the transition region. If the oscillating field has 

angular frequency ~.!. the matrix element coupling the two levels may 

be written 
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( q I 3C ' I p) = Ve
iwt 

,and one obtains the well-known formula (26) 

P '(t) = sin 2e sin 2 (at/2) 
p,q , 3. 

where sine equals 
222 

2b/a. a equals (w-w
O

) t (2b) • b equals V jfi, and 

flwo is the energy difference between levels Rand <:!: (Since the actual 

time dependence o'f the oscillating field is coswt rather than e iwt , there is 

an additional component cx:e iwt whichle~ds to a frequency shift, (27) of 

order I vl2 /flwO in the resonance.) If the levels }? and '!. are magnetic 

sublevels m = ± 1/2 for a particle with angular momentum 1 = 1/2, then 

Wo is the Larmor frequency yBO (with y the gyromagnetic ratio) and 

b = yB 1/2. For a particle with angular momentum I > 1/2. the transition 

probabilities between the, magnetic substates 1!1 and m' 'are given by the 

Majorana formula (28) 

P (sin~2) 4I(It,m) !(Itm I) !(1, -m)1(1-m' ) ! 4. 
mm l 

. \' (-1) r ',,--__ -":--:-c-;-:o=-'Z"'-"--_:--;-:c:=-----:_77 
{ 

21 ,,[ t'X] 2rtmrl-m' }' 2 

f;o r! (rtmtml) !(1-m-r)! (1-m(~r?! 

where x is defined by P 1/2 ~ 1/2 rz' sin 
2 (:~/2), and !.. is, limited to 

those values for which all factorials are pOlilitive o.r zero (O! == 1). 

Frequent use is made in atomic-beam experiments of a scheme 

first proposed by Ramsey, (29, 30). namely, that of two o~cillating or 

rotating fields confined to regions of lengthl, at either end of the transition 

region (separated by length L)~ In this scheme one finds the single-

particle transition probability for the two-level system p. q to be 

P 4 · 20 . 2 at = Sin 'V Sln T p,q , 

[ 
()"T-o), a~ e' .[ ("T' 1:) . q,t J 2 cos 2 cos T - cos ~ sin~ f'o -u Sln:z- 5. 

\<' 

i> 
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where t = p../v. T = L/v. E> is defined as before. ~ =wO - w (with Wo 

the average frequency separation between levels p and q over region 

1). and .2.., is the phase difference between the two rf fields. 

One of the principal advantages of the separated oscillating-field 

method ,is that field-dependent, resonances are relatively insensitive to 

inhomogenieties in the static field BO in the intermediate space 1.. The 

method a.lso lends itself to special important applications. as is shown by 

the following example. 

Consider a beam of particles of spin -} (e. g .• free neutrons). 

and suppose that the two separated oscillating fields are in phase (0 = 0). 

Suppose in addition that the neutrons enter the first oscillating field with 

spin up and velocity y.. and that the first rf field is at the resonance fre-

quency Wo and is just strong enough to tip the polarization vector from the 

~ direction into the xy plane. In the region .,L between the separated 

oscillating fields. the polarization vector precesses in the xy plane. The 

total preces sion angle 1 accumulated between separated oscillating fields 

is given by 

If Wo = wo. the particle is in phase with the, second rf field and is tipped 

downward through another 90 degrees; eventually the particle has flipped 

180 degrees (spin down). However, if in the space between the separated 

oscillating fields, one introduces an external perturbation which modifies 

the rate at whioh <P increases, the particle is no longer in phase with 

the second rf field, and a total 180 degree flip no longer results. Such 

a perturbation would arise if the neutron possessed an electric dipole 
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moment, and if One introduced an external electric field into the space 

between separated oscillating fields. 

The total transition probability for a beam with a velocity distrh 

bution f(v) is obtained by averaging the appropriate single -particle 

probability over f(v). When f(v) is the' standard Maxwellian distribution, 
, . 

one may compute the total transition probability from table,S (31). A 

typical resonance for separated oscilla.ting fields and for a beam with a 

Maxwellian distribution is shown in Figure 4. 

2.2 Spins, Nuclear Moments, and Hyperfine Structures 

That part 6f the atomic Hami1to~ian which is relevant to atomic-

beam magp.etic resonance investigations concerns the hyperfine structure 

and Zeeman effect: 

C--1. 1. ~ 1.. 1. +r !M(re)·.!M(rN)+ }.!E(re )· !E(rN) 6. 

Here the first and second terms correspond to the interaction of the elec-

tronic and nuclear magnetic dipole moments, respectively, with an ex-

ternal magnetic field 2?O' The sign convention is chosen to give. gJ> 0, 

with the Bohrmagneton J.l
O 

> O. The third ~erm gives the h'yperfine inter

action of various magnetic multipole moments of the electronic current 

distribution with the corresponding nuClear magnetic'multipole moments. 

Inversion symmetry requires that the expectation values of all terms with 

even!:... in this sum be zero. The fourth term on the right-hand side of 

Equation 6 represents the electric hyperfine interaction in various multi

pole order s, with the restriction that the expectation values of all odd ~ 

tenus be zero, again from inversion symmetry. The expectation values 
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of all terms in both sums 'must of course be zero for P.. > 21 or £. > 2J. 

In most cases. only M1 (magnetic dipole) and E2 (electric 

quadrupole) hyperfine interactions are significant. M3 (magnetic octupole) 

interactions having been observed only in isolated cases (32). 

The magnetic dipole hfs term can be written as 

:JCM1 = ha 1: 1.. 7. 

This term causes a given atomic state to be split into 2n+1 hfs levels, 

where ~ is !. or J, whichever is smaller. For a state with no electric 

quadrupole hfs interaction, the hfs splittings between the successive 

levels F = I + I. l. + I-1,l+ I-2, ... are equal to (L + l)ha, (!. + .,:!-1)ha 

respectively. 

The magnetic dipole interaction constant a is given by 

a;;: 
f.LI (B (0) 

hIJ 
8. 

,where f.LI is the nuclear magnetic moment, and < B(O) is the average 

magnetic field ,at the nucleus due to the electron distribution. To deter:" 

mine f.Lr directly from a, one lTIUSt know the atomic wave function accur

ately. in order to compute (B (0). ,For hydrogenic atoms in s states, 

ha is given by the Fermi formula (33) corrected with several small but 

important factors. Forrnulae for ha in non-S states in hydrogen, and 

approximate formulae for ha in other atoms. are dis cus sed by Ramsey (34), 

Kusch and Hughes (35). and Kopfermann (36). 

If the nuclear magnetic dipole moment f.Li and hfs splitting 

Av 1 are known for one isotope with spin Ii' then knowledge ofAv 2 

for a second isotope permits determination of 1.1.2 through the formula 
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9. 

within the restrictions imposed by the existence, in many, cases. of a 

hyperfine structure anomaly 2.0.1 defined by 

. (.0.1-' 1)~1J.2\~ Ii ~(2I2+1).' (M2)3, (1- .0. ) = T- _.J -- --
2 1£..\v 2 1J. 1 .1 211+1 I2'. M1 . 

10. 

The hfs anomaly may be as large as =:; 10/0 (37 I 38,.39)~ (See Section 3.1. 5 

for a dis cus sion of hyperfine anomalie.s .in the isotopes of hydrogen. ) 

The electric quadrupole term in the Hamiltonian is 

2 3 2 2 
[: 3 (.!.: D +"2.!.: r - l r ] 

~2= hb 
21 (21 - 1) ]"(2J - 1) 

11. 

where b (the electric quadrupole hfs interaction constant) is given in 

terms of 9 (the nuclear quadrupole moment) and oE/oz . (the derivative 

of the electric field at the nucleus arising from the electronic distribution) 

as (e/h)Q (oE/oz). To obtain 9 from b , one must estimate oE/oz 

from the atomic wave function. This is complicated by the fact that the 

nuclear quadrupole moment may cause a polarization of the atomic 

"core" electrons (Sternheimer effect) (40). 

For J = i or I = i, the term ~2 does not contribute to the 

total energy. For these important special c'ases, the .secular equation is., 

quadratic and may be solved explicitly to yield the well~known Breit-Rabi 

formula for the energy of the atom in an arbitrary (41) external magnetic, 

field BO' For J = i. 

12. 

where .0. W = h.0.v = (I +i)ha is the zero-field splitting between the states 

F= I+i and F=I- i, and x= (gJ -~lHJ.OBO/.0.W. The ± signcorre

sponds to F = I ± i, respectively. 
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For I = t, o~e obtains an analogous formula by interchanging 

I and;[ wherever they occur in Equation 12. 

Figures 5 and 6 are typical energy-level diagrams for 

1=1/2. J:.. = 1/2. and.l = 7/2, :L = 1/2. respectively. The transitions 

~,E._c!.-d and ~ shown in Figure 6 are illustrative of the procedures com

monly employed in atomic -beam magnetic resonance work to extract 

information about the atomic nucleus. Each transition takes place be

tween levels which have nearlY,opposi,te high-field magnetic moments, 

and therefore each transition can cause an observable change in the 

beam deflection pattern. Transition~, which tak.es place at very low 

field. has a frequency depending significantly only on BO and I. and 

therefore leads to determination of the spin. Transition b between the 

same pair of levels has a frequency depending on Llv as well as BO 

and 1, and therefore can be used to determine Llv with moderate accuracy. 

Transition c at low external field is independent of BO to first order and 

can be used to determine Llv to very great accuracy. Transitions d and 

e have frequency minima at x = + I m
F 

I /21+ 1 , (mF <0), for which 

W(F=4, m F ) - W(F=3, m F ) = ~mFlgIfJ.OBO . 

These transitions result in sharp resonance lines and can be used to de

termine gI directly. if BO is known independently. This is the best 

general qlethod for precise determination of nuclear magnetic moments 

in atomic beams work. 

For I > i, J > t. the secular equation is of third degree or higher. 

an electric quadrupole term may contribute to the energy. and in general the 

Hamiltonian must be diagonalized by approximation methods. Useful 

formulae for matrix elements and detailed calculations are given by 
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Ramsey (42) and Kusch and Hughes (43), 

3. RADIO-FREQUENCY SPECTRA OF HYDROGENIC ATOMS. 
TESTS OF QUANTUM ELECTRODYNAMICS 

3, Hyperfine Structure 

To date the· ground-state hfs separations of positronium, 

muonium, hydrogen. deuterium, tritium, and singly ionized helium-3, 

and the hfs separations in the 2
2

S1/ 2 states of !.i, D, and ~He + have 

been determined by atomic-beam and related methods (see Table I). In 

this section we shall discuss these measurements and their principal 

implications. Experimental details will be presented only where new 

atomic-beam techniques a:re involved or where special questions arise .. 
. 

3.1.1 Positronium. - The ground-state hfs Hamiltonian for 

positronium contains, in addition to the spin-spin interaction, a sizable 

contribution arising from pair annihilation effects (44). In lowest order 

(u 2) this contribute s about 40% to .6.v. The experimental results (obtained 

by microwave-counting methods) are in good agreement with theory, not 
. 3 

only to lowest order, but also to next order (u ) (45,46). The precision 

is not high enough to yield a value of u. comparable to those obtained from 

other experiments.-

3.1.2 Muonium. -Great interest exists in the precise de~er-

mination of the hfs splitting of muonium. Since the muon is a lepton, 

the theoretical formula for .6.v contains no uncertain nucleon structure 

terms and may be compared directly with experiment to yield a value for 

u. l See Hughes (47).] Starting with the theoretical formula for .6. v , one 

readily arrives at the following expres sion: 

+ - .2 7 2 / 
.6.v(tJ. e ,1 S1/2) == 2.632936 X 10 u (tJ.tJ. tJ.p ) MHz 13 . 
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TABLE I 

Hfs of Hydrogenic Atoms 

Atom Electronic Hfs ~v Method Reference 
state interval Expe rimen tal 

(MHz) 

p' . + - 5 
3 1 (2.0335 ± 0.0004)XH)5 Microwave-counting oSltronlum e e 5 1 - So a 

Muonium + -
1

2S
'1/2 F=1 : F=O 4463.16 ± 0.06 -:- - Microwave-counting b J.L e 

Hydrogen 1H 
1 

12-
S1/2 F=1: F=O 1420.405751800(28) H maser c 

Hydrogen 1H 
1 

22 
5~1/2 F=1: F=O 177.55686(5) ABMRj - d 

Deuterium 2H 2 3 1 327.384325(5) H maser 
1 1 5 1/ 2 F=2:F=2 e 

.... 
2H 

2 ' 3 1 I.J-l 

Deuterium 2 5:1/ 2 F=Z: F=2 40.924439(20) ABMR' f I 

1 

Tritium 
3 

1
2
S 1/2 F=1: F=O 1516.70170(7) ABMR 1H g 

3H + 2_ 
F=O: F=1 8665.649905(50) Ion trap h 2 e 5 1/ 2 

3H + 
2 e 

22. 
5- 1/ 2 F=O: F=1 ' 1083.35499(20) Ion beam i 

a f C 
References 44, 45, 46 Reference 53 () 

~ 
b gRefe rence 54 t-< 

References 47,48,49 I .... 
h -J 

C H'> Reference 50 Reference 55 I.J-l 
lJ1 

d 
Reference 51 i Refe r ence 56 

eReference 52 j Atomic-beam magnetic resonance 
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To 'obtain a one requires the experimental values of Av (48,49). and 

f.L / f.L • the ratio of the muon I s magnetic moment to the proton I s magnet'ic 
f.L p , .' 

moment. This latter quantity has been measured by Hutchinson et al. (57). 

In the work of these authors, positive muons were stopped in H 20 or HCI 

targets and ,allowed to precess, in a static; 10rlgitudinal magnetic field 

and a variable -frequency pulsed rf magnetic field. Magnetic resonances 

were observed by detecting changes in the angular distribution of electrons 

emitted in muon decay. 

One must ask to what ~xtent the ~agnetic field at the muon is af

fected by its chemical e:nvironment (diamagnetic correction). Ruderman (58) 

has shown that the diamagnetic correCtion for the muon in H 20 might be as 

little as 10 ppm or even les s. rather than 26 ppm. as was as sumed by 

'J:!utchins on et al. 

In the absence 'of some independent method for determining f.L /0- , 
. f.L p 

we assume that the diamagnetic correction is 13±13 ppm. from which one 

finds 

-1 
a = 137.0379 ± 0.0021 14. 

Obviously another direct and precis e determination of f.Lf.L would be extremely 

valuable. since the diamagnetic correction is the we'akest link in the chain 

leading from Av to a, (A summary of the current situation as regards a , , 

is given in Section 3.3). 

3.1. 3 The ,Hydrogen ground state. -The hfs of the ground states 

of hydrogen and deuterium have been determined to remarka,ble precision 

with the hydrogen maser. an atomic-beam device invented by Kleppner. 

Ramsey, and co-workers at Harvard in 1960 (15,50,52.59.60). and since 

used by them in a series of very beautiful and accurate experiments. The 

~' 
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maser functions as follows: A beam of atomic hydrogen is formed by 

dissociating HZ in a discharge. (See Figure 7.) The beam is trans

mitted through a hexapole deflecting magnet which focuses atoms in the 

states mr = t. m J =t. and mr' = - t. m J = t toward the center axis. 

(See Figure 4.) The focused pOrtion of the beam enters a glas s bulb 

through a narrow channel. where the atoms remain for· an average time 

t = V Is; here V is the bulb volume and S is the conductance of the 

channel for molecular flow. The bulb is in a high- Q microwave cavity 

designed to operate in the TE011 luode, at the hfs resonance frequency. 

and the cavity and bulb are immersed in a weak homogeneous magnetic 

field. The time 1. is of order 1 second. during which the atoms in the 

bulb collide with the wall about 10
5 

times. However. relaxation of 

polarization is prevented by coating the bulb I s inner wall with a thin layer 

of Teflon (61). Consequently. the effective radiative lifetime is t:::: 1. sec 

for maser oscillations which occur when atomic transitions 

(F = 1. m F = 0 411:<=----:>~ F = 0, m
F 

= 0) are resonance -coupled to the 

cavity. The narrow linewidths thus achieved make possible a remarkably 

precise determination of ~v. A number of small effects which might 

contribute to relaxation of polarization or shifts in resonance frequency 

have been investigated carefully. These include spin-exchange collisions 

between atoms in the bulb. depolarization of atoms arising from their motion 

through a slightly inhomogeneous magnetic field. frequency shifts due to wall 

collisions. mistuning of the cavity. and a second-order Doppler shift arising 

from the finite velocity of the a,toms in the bulb. The resonance frequency 

is determined by comparing it with a secondary Cs atomic-beam frequency 

standard. and a sluall Zeeman correction is applied to the observed frequency 
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to obtain ,~v. These measurements are' among the most precise in all 

of science, and they agree with earlier and less accurate determinations 

of ~v made with standard atomic-beam (62), paramagnetic-resonance (63)~ 

and optical-pumping (64) techniques.' 

In a related experiment, .an absolute determination of the Ii value 

of the free proton was made (65). Essentially, Myant et al. used the s~be 
·1: 

type of apparatus as described above, except that the bulb and c~vity w~;~e 

placed in a very ho!Uogeneous ~500-gauss magnetic field, and an rf coupling 

loop was introduced to stimulate the transitions (F = 1, mF:d 1 oE<f----;>;;> F = 1, 

m F = 0) while maser oscillations occurredsim~1taneously. ' A low-freqtiency 

resonance could be detected by its effect On the level o(maser oscillation. 

The primary result is in term$ of the electron g-value g : 
s , 

gs/gp = 658.21049(20) " 15. 

Using the value for g obtained by Wilkinson and Crane (66), one obtains' 
s 

g = 0~0030420652(9) 
P , 

16. 

3.1.4 Interpretation of hydrogen ground-state hfs. -The theoretical 

expression for the ground-state hydrogen hfs is, ' 

, (1 2' ~ [16 2 ~](fJ.e),2( m_\ - 3 " ~v1H, ,1 S1/2) = "3 a Rooc g~ \fJ.
O 

.1+ MJ (1+~1+~2)(1-61-62) 

17. 

The factor in brackets on the right -hand side of Equation 17, includes 

g / g , now given by Equation 15. The second factor is the square of the p s 

ratio of the electron-spin magnetic moment to the Bohr magneton, given by 

Wilkinson and Crane (66) asfJ.e/fJ.O = 1.001159622(27). The third factor is 

the reduced mas s correction (67). The fourth factor includes E: 1=- (1-..en 2)a 
2

, 

which is the sum of the Breit relativistic correction (68) and the Kroll- Pollack 

electrodynamic correction (69); and E: 2' a' higher order electrodynamic 

.. " 
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correction computed by Zwanziger (70) and Layzer (71). Finally, °1 is 

a correction for proton recoil (72, 73), and ° 2 is a correction for proton 

structure. Estimates of the structure correction °2 are subject to some 

uncertainty. As Iddings (74) and others have shown, °2 may be related 

to an integral over cross sections for electron-proton scattering by means 

of dispersion relations. These cross sections have not been measured and 

are not likely to be in the near future,· since the relevant experiments in-

volve scattering of polarized electrons by polarized protons, for which the 

final momentum of the electrons must be determined. However, estimates 

by Iddings and others (75) indicate that °2 is probably only several parts 

Per millio.n, and. that ° + ° = 35± 3X10- 6 . Assuming this is true, and 1 2· . 

using the accepted eXp'erimental values (76) oj Av, R , c, and fi/M in 
00 

Equation 17, ~ne obtains 

a. -1 = 137.0359 ± 0.0008 

Clearly the weak point in this determination of a. from 

is the uncertain proton-structure correction. 

18. 

1 2 . 
AV(1 H ,1 S1/2) 

3.1.5 Deuterium, tritium, and sinE.!.Y. ionized helium-three. -In 

comparing the hfs splittings of deuterium and tritium with that of hydrogen, 

we find it useful to introduce the hfs anomaly 2A1 defined by Equation 10. 

The large H-D anomaly HAn = - 170ppm was first explained qualitatively 

by A. Bohr (77). The electron motion in 1HZ. is centered about the I?roton. 

To first approximation the nucleons remain stationary during the time the 

much faster electron makes a "close pas s, II when the magnetic dipole in

teraction is large. However, the relative position,S of electron and neutron 

are uncorrelated for succes~;ive "Ipasses, II so'the effe,ct of the netltro:n' s. 

magnetic moment on the hfs interaction is reduced •. A detailed calculation (78) 
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of the l-!-Q anomaly yields results which are not in very satisfactory 

agreement with experiment, however. 

For tritium there are two neutrons with spins opposed, and the 

hfs . anomaly is therefore extremely small, as expected (79). 3 + 
For 2He 

a similar consideration applies ·~s forde}lteri1,lm-there is .one odd neutron; 

but here the electron centers its motion about t.wo "fixed" protons. A 

3 + 
comparison of ~v (2He 

values for a point dipole 

~2S1/2) or ~v{~He +, 22S1 /2) with theor~ticai 
3 . I . 

He nucleus, including all known reduced mas s, 

electrodynamic, and relativistic corrections, yields a 186-ppm "anomaly," 

presumed to be due primarily to the abqve -.mentioned nuclear structure 

. effect (55, 56). 

3 . + . 
3.1.6 Ion spectroscopy and He ~ - The standard atomic-beam 

technique is Obviously unsuitable for measuring the ~fs of ions , including 

~He +, because it iSimpos sible: to select atomic spin states by utilizing 

differential deflections of well-collimated beams of Charged particles. 

This is because these deflections depend on the orientation of magnetic 

dipole moments in an inhomogeneous magnetic field, when. the ions are 

also subject to large Lorentz forces in this field. However, .for ~He + 

. special techniques have been applied successfully. A decade ago Novick 

and Commins (56) determined ~v{~He +, 22S1/2) by an ion-beam meth~d. 

More recently Dehmelt (8,O, 55) has devised an ingenious technique utilizing 

ion trapping to obtain a very precise determination of 

~v (~He +, 12
S1/ 2). In the:'pehmelt experiment (see Figure 8), 3He + ions 

, 3 
are formed by electron ,bombaJtdment of He gas (partial pressure 

~ 10 - 9 torr) with a pulsed electron beam. The ions are confined in a. 
. ' 

radio':'frequency"quadrupole trapl1 bounded by eJectrodes whose surfaces 

are hyperboloids of revolution formed to give a potential 
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( 
2 2 2Z2,). <p = (U-VOCOS2TTVt) x + y 2-

, 2rO 

The motion of ions in the potential j is described by differential equations 

somewhat similar to those found in the theory of strong focusing. Throhgh 

appropriate choice of parameters U, V 0' and 1:, it would be possible to 

confine ions indefinitely in the central space between the electrodes, w~re 

it not for collisions between ions and background gas. In fact. the ions 

gain energy from the rf field through randomizing collisions with gas 

atoms and are thus eventually driven to the electrodes. Dehmelt and his 

collaborators have nevertheles s succeeded in achieving very long confine

ment times (7" ~ 20 minutes!) for He + ions (81). The 3He + is oriented by 

spin-exchange colli,sions with an incident beam of Cs atoms. themselves 

oriented by optical pumping. The 3He t orientation is monitored by its 

effect on the ion confinement time; this is possible 1;>ecause He t ions are 

also neutralized by spin-dependent charge-exchange collisions with Cs. 

3 t, 
Changes in He orientation which occur on application of an external rf 

signal at the hfs transition frequency are thus obs erved. The precision 

achieved thus far seems to be limited by the transverse Doppler effect 

(<;:::} /c 2
) associated with the kinetic energy of the ions. :rhis energy may 

be reduced considerably if the radiation emitted by the ions in their accelerated 

motion is absorbed by the trap rf circuit and dis sipated in an external cooled 

resistor. In this manner one hopes to bring the ions into thermal equilibrium 

with an external bath at a. very low temperature. The Dehmelt trapping 

technique luight have considerable significance as a general tool for pre-

cision rf spectroscopy of ions. 
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2 
3.1.7 Interpretation of 2 S1/2 hfs measurements. _. Determina-

tions of .6. v (22~1/2) as well·as .6.v (1 2S1/ 2) for hyd~ogenic atoms are useful 

be caase the troublesome nucleon and nuclear - structure corrections cancel to 

high ~rd~r in the ratio [.6.V(22 S1 /2)]/[ .6. v (12S1/2)'] , for .!i, !? and 

3He +, thus making possible a comparison of experiment with quantum E: 

eiectrodynamics to orders 0,3 and a,2.ni/M~ V~ry good agreement be- ,~~ 
3 +. I 

tween experiment and theory is found for H, D, and. He .• The theorehcal 

calculations have been performed by Zwanziger (82) and Sternheim (83}1. 

(See Table II.) Goldwire (84) has poillted out ~ slight error in a previou~ 

calculation bf R(3 He +}, and has thus removed a very small discrepancy 

previously thought to exist between' Rth and R' for 3He +. . eorexp 

3.2 Fine Structure .. 

3.2.1 The Lamb shift. -, The'measurements of Lainb and co

worke~s (85-89) On the fine structure of the n =.2 states of hydrogen and , . . 

" 4 + 
deuterium,' and of Lipworth and Novick (90) on the n = 2 state of 2He have 

long been the results with which theoretical calculations of the Lamb shift 

are com.pared. (See Table III.) In addition,' the measurement by Dayhoff, 
. . i·· 2 . 

Triebwasser, and Lamb (DXL) (89) of the 2 P3/2 -.2 P1/ 2 fine-structure 

separation of deuterium for years provided the accepted value of ~. In 

these experiments, atoms of H, D, and ~He + were 'formed in the 22S1/2 

. state in an external magnetic field by electron bombardment, and micro-

wave transitions were induced to the short-lived 2P states, thereby de-

creasing the population of metastables. (The relevant levels are shown in 

Figure 9, where hfs is neglecte~.) ill the H and ~,experiments, transitions 

(ae) and (ai) were observed, to determine the Lamb shift, and transitions 

(aa) and 
. 2' 2 

(ab) were used to measure the 2 ~1/2 - ,2 P 3/ 2 splitting in deu':' 

terium. 
4 + 

For He • only (ae) trans~tions were observed. 
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TABLE II 

Comparison of Experime~tal and Theoretical 

(

8AV(2 S1/2) j 
Value of R = 2 - 1 

AV(1 S1/2) 

H 

D 

T 

3
He 

+ 

Theoretical R 

(X 10 -6) 

34.45(02) 

34.53(02) 

34.46(02) 

137.21(03) 

Experimental R 

(X 10-6) 

34.495(060) 

34.2 (.6) 

137.33 (. 19) 

UCRL-17435 
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TABLE III 

UCRL-17435 

Fine Structure of Hydrogenic Atoms, 

Atom P:drici pal :, Interval 
quantum. 
number 

H1 n=2 
2 2, 

1 2 S 1/2 - 2 P 1/2 

n=3 
' 2 2' 
3 .$'1/2 - 3 P 1/2 

Experiment~l 
f s splitt~ng 

(MHz) 

1057.77(.10)a 

1058.07(.10)b 

313.6(5.7)c, 

,Exp~rimerital 
method 

Theoretical 
f s splitting 

(MHz) 

A. B. microwave 1057.499(O.11)k ". 

A: B. level·;:, ,:,~', -
cros sing 

A. B. microwave 314.690(.047)1 

------------------~-----------------~---~------~-----------.-------------.--

2H n=2 
2 2 1059.00(.10)a A. B. ;microwave 1058.763(O.17t 1 2 S1/2 - 2 P 1/2 

1059.34(.10)e A~ B. level 
cros sing 

2 2' 
2 P 3/ 2 -2 S1/2 9912~59(.10)d A. B. microwave See Eq. 19 

n=3 
2 2 

315.30(.80/ Microwave- 315.34
f 

3S 1/ 2 -3P1/ 2 , 
optical 

n=4 
2 2 

133(10/ ' Microwave- 133f 
4 S 1/2 - 4 P 1/2 

optical 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------. . . . 

4H + n:::2 2 2 14040.2(4.5)g Mic'rowave - 14038.17 (4.4)k 2 e 2 S 1/2 - 2 P 1/2 
, optical 

n=3 
2 2 4183(20)h Microwave- 4183

h 
3 S 1/2- 3 P1/2 

opti cal 

n=4 
2 2 1765(20)i Mlcrowave- :.1769i 

4 S 1/2 -4 P1/2 
" optical 

2 2 '2 0 17 7 ( 3 0 ) i Microwave- 20177 i 
4 P 3/ 2 -4 S1/2 

optical 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
6 L ·++ 
3 1 n=2 22 S1/2 - 22p 1/2 62300(1000,?)j Van de Graaf, 

a 
Reference 88 

b 
References 91, 92 

cReference 95 

dReference 89 

eReference 93 

fReference 96 

gReference 90 

hReference 98 

iReference 99 

jReference 100 

kReference 94 

lReference 97 

62800j . 
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These experiments are notoriously difficult. chiefly because of 

the large. resonance line widths encountered (the natural breadth of the 

2P state is 100 MHz for l! and 12. and 1600 MHz for He f). Thus to achieve 

a precision of 100 ppm, which is required to make a criti<;:al comparison 

between experimental values and theoretical predictions of the Lamb shift, 

one must measure the resonance line center to :::: 0.001 of its width. For 

this, a detailed theory of the resonance line shape is required, together 

with 'a correct account of the many subtle effects of external ele'ctric and 

magnetic fields on the resonance. In the original. Lamb experiments, a· 

further serious complication for Hand D. arose be~ause various hfs com-

ponents were only partially resolved. It was therefore neces sary to make 

a theoretical correction for the overlap. 

In the more recent work of Robiscoe (91,92.93). transitions from 

individual hfs components of the 13 levels of Hand D are observed. and· - --
level cros sing (Stark mixing with an external dc field) rather than .an ex-

ternal microwave Jield effect them. The experimental arrangement is 

shown in Figure 10. The main components are: (a) an oven beam source 

at 3000 0 K, at which temperature H2 is 96 percent dis sociated; (b) a 

magnetic field (B
1 

= 575 gauss) cOlltaining an electron bombardment ex

citer for producing 22S1/2 metastable atoms; (c) a weak "flopping'! 

magnetic field B2 generated by a well-shielded. solenoid; (d) a "quenching" 

magnetic field B3 generated by a pair of Helmholz coils in which the cur

rent is carefully stabilized; (e) a pair of electric field plates located at 

the center of the region between the Helmholz coils; 'and (£) a metastable 

atom electron-ejection detector. The function of the various components 

is clarified by Figure 11. which shows the Zeeman effect of the fs and 
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. 1· 
hfs of the n = 2 levels of. 1 H. The goal is to determine the level crossing 

points!: and.!? (corresponding to .6.m
I
=O transitions) and from this and the 

theory of the Zeeman effe.ct, to obtain the zero field splitting. 

In the experiment to determine eros sing point ~, metastable 2s 

atoms in ~ and ~ levels are produced by electron bombardment, but only 

a I s survive the flight through B 1 • The betas decay rapidly by Stark 

quenching in the motional electric field vJf..B/c since for B1 ::= 575 gauss 

the energy .difference between.~ and ~is :=:: O. Between B1 and B2 the 

field falls to ze·ro, then reverses slightly at B
2

, causing nonadiabatic 

transitions which rearrange the a states from B1 approximately equally 
. 

in the two ~ levels and the i3 B level. There is· virtually no i3 A component 

in the beam as it enters B 3 ; thei3 AI s are not created by the nonadiabatic 

transitions, owing to the finite zero field 22S1/2 hfs splitting. 

The quenching electric field applied at the center of B3 causes 

Stark mixing of i3
B 

and e
B 

levels (.6.mI~O), and the degree of i3
B 

quenching is varied by changing By In effect, this varies the energy 

denominator in ~he expression for Stark mixing of i3
B 

-e
B 

components 

by the electric field. A typica:Lre$onans-e~rve is shown in Figure 12 . 

. Cros sing point A was determined in a fashion s.imilar to B, except that in 

place of the small reversed field B2 there is a weak ma·gnetic field 

( :=::3 G) in the same direction as B 1 , and provision is made for inducing rf 

transitions from the ~ state (mF=O) to the i3 A state. The i3 A- i3 B purity 

ratio is greater than 1500 to 1. Typically the same good agreement be-

tween experimental points and calculated resonance line shape was achieved 

for both A and B resonances. The result for crossing point Ais: 

SA = 1058.05(10) MHz, and for crossing point J2 is SB = 1058.07(10) MHz. 
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The combination of these two values is entered in Table III. 

Recently Soto (94) calculated fourth'-order radiative corrections 

to the Lamb shift which were previously estimated. These theoretical 

values (of Soto) are included in Table III. Clearly, serious disagreement 

exists between theory and experiment for the, Lamb shift .in ~ and f?, 

n = 2. As no explanation for these discrepancies exists, there ,is much 

interest in other measurements of the Lamb shift, especially for the 

higher states n = 3,4, etc., and also for hydrogenic atoms other than 

+ H,]2, and He . Recently Lea, Leventhal, and Lamb (98, 99) have re-

ported observations of the fs splitting in the n = 3 and 4 states of He +, 

using a microwave -op~ical technique. Fan and co-workers (100) -have 

also made preliminary measurements of the Lamb shift in a high-energy 

b f 6 L' ++ d 'h V d G fIt Th ' eam 0 1 generate W1t a an e raa acce era or. ere 1S. 

good reason to think that the He + measurement's could be refined to yield 

results with a precision of 100 ppm; for this precision they might test the 

theory as well as' any existing results. As for Li ++ and other muitiply-

charged hydrogenicions. it is hoped that Lamb-shift measurements will 

be sufficiently refined to allow critical examination of the Z dependence 

of various terms in the theoretical expres sion for the Lamb shift. although 

it appears difficult to achieve very high precision in these experiments. 

3.2.2 The fine-structure constant. -As we have already mentioned, 

the accepted value of the fs constant a. was for many years given by the 

DTL measurement of the 22P3/Z-22P1/2 separation in deuterium (89). 

The theoretical formula for this separation is 

L'.E = ~ :_ R ~ c (1 + ~ ) -3 {<; M~m _ 1 + i a 
2 

_ 2~ 3 
1n ! } 19. 
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Inserting the measured frequency separation of AE ::: 10971. 58±0.i0 MHz 

and the accepted values of the other constants into Equation 19, one finds 

a -1 ::: 137. 038 8 ±~. 0006 , . 20. 

2 , 2 
Now, AE is determined experimentally from the Lamb shift 2 S1/2- 2 Pi/2 

., 2 2 
separation S, and the "high-frequencyll 2 P3/2~2 Si/2separation AE-S.: 

AE ::: (AE-S) + S . 

Robiscoe has obtained for S a value which is larger than that obtained by 

DTL (89). If we ma.ke the arbitrary assumption that Robiscoe' s value of 

S is correct, while the old DT L value of AE-S is still correct, we obtain 

a new value of AE and consequently a new value of a: 

-1', . 
a ' ::: 137.0370±0.0006 21. 

However, it is quite obvious that no honest revision can be made on this 

hasis, and it is urgent that theAE-S transition be carefully remeasured 

with the level eros sing method. 

Still another, and the most precis e. result for a-is obtained by 

determination of 2e/h from the A. C. Jo~ephson effect (101). :From this 

measurement and knowledge of other fundamental constants (76), one con-

, '. 
eludes that a is given by 

-1 
a ::: 137.0 359±0.0004 

Let us then summarize the existing values of'a' as follows: 

-1 
137. 0388±0. 0006 AEDTL a ::: 

-1 
137. 0 37 9 ±O • 00 21 muonium a ::: 

-1 
137.0370±O.0006 DTL+Robiscoe a ::: 

-1 
137.0359±0.0004 Josephson a ::: 

-1 
137.03 59±0.000 8 Av a ::: 

, H 

22. 

20. 

14. 

21. 

22. 

18. 
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It is clear that these numbers are not consistent, and that further work 

remains to be done on the hydrogen fs measurements, the muon IS 

magnetic moment, and the proton structure correction to the ground-state 

hydrogen hfs, before we can be satisfied that a. is known to within 5 ppm. 

Another possibility for a very precise determination of a., discussed 

by Schwartz (102), consists of measuring the ~ine structure o~ the 23 p 

state of 4He b~ an atomic-beam magnetic resonance method (103), and 

using the data as input for a calculation of u ba'sed on the best available 

23 p helium wavefunction. The basis for this program is twofold: one, 

the comparatively narrow line widths which are attainable (the mean life 

of the 23 p state is r:= 10- 7 sec as co'mpared with T = 1.6X10- 9 sec 

for 2P, hydrogen) j and two, the pos sibility of constructing accurate 

variational two-electron wave functions· with the aid of modern computers. 

In the experiment of Pichanick etal., (103), the beam is of spin-polarized 

helium atoms in the, 3S1 state. A helium discharge lamp excites the 

2 3s1 - 2
3 

P transition in the C field. Magnetic resonance h:ansitions 

within the 23 p state are induced during its short lifetime and are mani-

. 3 
fested by a change in lnagnetic quantum number mj of the 2 S1 state to 

which the Z3 P atoms decay, and thus a change of trajectory in the B 

field. The result to date is 

To achieve the goal of computing ~, one must still measure precis ely the 

much larger Z3P1-z3PO splitting. 
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3.3 Two-Quantum Decay of the Metastable 
22S1/2 State of He+ 

UCRL-17435 

Observations of the two-photon emission which accompanies the 
, ') 

decay of the 22S1/2 state of He + in a field-freeregion have been reported 

by Lipeles. Novick. and Tolk (104). The transition rate was first calcu-
. . ' 

lated by Breit and Teller (105). Subsequently. the photon energy 'distri-

bution was discussed by Spitzer and Greenstein (106). and the Breit-Teller 

computations improved by Breit and Shapiro (107) •. 

6 -1 
The decay is predicted to proceed at the rate y = 8.226 Z sec 

. +. . 
(where Z = 1 for H, two for He , etc, ).. The photons have a continuous 

energy spectrum, the energy sum being of course equal to E 2S -E1S' 

Also one expects the coincidence counting rate for the two photons to 

vary as' 1 + cos 28 , where' it. is the angle between the directions of 

emis sion of photons 1 and 2. 

In the work of Lipeles, Novick. and Tolk, the spectrum, decay 

rate, and angular correlation were verified by observation of the decays

in-flight of a beam of 22
S1/ 2 lIe + ions with 12-eV kinetic energy. The 

measurements are of interest as the first experimental observations of 

such a two-photon spontaneous ~mission process. Several attempts to 

detect similar two-quantum decays in excited nuClei were not successful 

(108). 
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4. ATOMIC-BEAM TESTS,OF SYMMETRY AND 
INV ARIANCE PRINCIPLES 

4.1 Intrinsic E'lectric Dipole Moments of the 
Neutron and Electron' 

4.1.1 Parity and time -reversal invariance: general considerations •. -

It is well known that the static electric dipole moment (EDM) of a physical 

system (atom. elementary particle) must be zero if the system is in a 

state of well-defined parity and if inver sion symmetry (,?) or time -re-

versal symmetry C!:) hold (109). For, when (P) is considered first, the 

interaction of the intrinsic EDM (called jJ.) with the electric field E is 
, - .-

of the form JC = - jJ.. E. Since E is a polar vector (PEP-
1 

= - ~) • 
..,.,.. #N'o"""" -.-. 

1:: must be also, if E is to commute with H. However, if the state 

1l\J) has definite parity. then P 1l\J) = ± 1l\J) » so that 

( l\J I .. ~.J l\J ) = - (l\J I P L: P 1l\J) =' - ( l~ IL: 1l\J ) • 

Therefore (J!;.) equals O. Consider'£. next; suppose 1l\J) is a state 

of well-defined angular momentum: 1l\J) = I jm). The operator T is 

anti-unitary and satisfies 

TJT- 1 = - J. 23. -
Therefore: 

TJ = - J T 24. 
z z . 

T (Jx±iJ
y

) = - (J ):- iJy ) T. 25. 

From this we can easily show that 

I ' j -m if> I T jm) = (-1) e j, -m) 26. 

where Q is an unimportant phase factor. Now by a well-known theorem, 

we have 

27~ 

for all ~, where C is a constant independent of m. However. if 
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JC(= .,. f.1. E) commutes with 1', then since TET t:· = +, E" we must also 

have 

Thus 

( jm Il! I jm) = (jm I Tl!T t I jm)= (j, -m I ~ I j ',-m) 

= C (j.-m I! I j, -m) 

- - (jm Il! I jm) 

= 0 

Experimental observations of small but finite (f.1) would therefore 

show breakdown of P and T. 

28. 

29. 

4.1.2 Electric dipole moment of the free neutron. -A decade 

ago the first atomic-beam search for a neutron EDM was cq.rried,out 

by Smith, Purcell, and Ramsey (110) •. Essentially the same type of 

experiment is now being repeated in several laboratories (111) 

(Brookhaven, Oak Ridge), with numerous refinements and improvements 

to achieve a higher precision than that gained in the original work; in 

which the result 

-20, ' 
fJ.

N
<2.4X10 . e.cm 30. 

was obtained. In the present Brookhaven experime'nt, a polarized beam 

of neutrons with intensity:::: 106 neutrons/min passes through a very' strong 

electric field ( ::::.50 kV /cm) located between two oscillating·field regions 

separated by (L =) 90 cm. A homogeneous field of 1 gauss is m.aintained 

in the entire. region, and neutron spin magnetic resonances occur at about, 

3 kHz with resonance linewidths of several hundred cycles per second. 

As described in Section 2, the presence of a finite EDM would be 

manifested by an electric-field-dependent phase shift of the neutron wave 
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function with respect to the applied rf. An improvement of several 

orders of magnitude is expected over the null result given in Equation 23. 

4.1.3 Electric 'dipole moment of the electron. -No direct measure-

ment of the electron EDM by any method similar to that employed for the 

. free neutron would s!eem possible, because of the electron's charge. Earlier, 

various upper limits on the electron ED'M were obtained from consider-

ations of the Lamb shift (112), absence of parity-nonconserving a.tomic 

transitions in hydrogenic atoms (113), and also from scattering of high-

4 
energy electrons on He (114). The most sensitive of these tests yieldEld 

f.J. < 1. 2X10 -15 e. em, which is a very crude result compared even with the 
e 

old value for the neutron. For some time it did not appear pos sible to de-

tect an electron's EDM from' obs ervation of an atom' sEDM, since ac-

cording to a theorem of Schiff (115), an electron's EDM would be com-

pletely neutralized by redistribution of atomic charge. However, 

Saridars (116) has shown that Schiff's argument is strictly valid only in 

the nonrelativistic limit. Sandars argued that the presence of an elec-

tronic EDM would add a term of the form 

Je' = - f.J. ~ f3. a. . E. 
e i 1-1· -1 

31. 

to the unperturbed relativistic Hamiltonian: 

o [2 . ] Je = ~ f3.mc + u .• cpo - eV. + ~ 
i 1 _1 _1 1 jlk 

.!:. ~ + B 
[ 

2 ] 
2 r jk . jk 

. 32. 

Here E. is the total electric field at the ith electron, f.J. is the free 
_1 - e 

electron's EDM, B. is the Breit interaction, and f3. and u. are the 
~ . 1 ~ 

4X4 Dirac matrices for the ith electron. Equation 31 can be rewritten: 

fle 0 fle 1 
Je' = -- [Je ,1:: a. . '\l.] + - [1:: a. , '\l . ,~ -2 B. k 

e i-1 -1 e i-1 -ljlk J 

+ fl ~ (1-f3.)a .• E. 33, 
e i 1 -1 -1 
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The expectation value of the first term is zero (Schiff! s result), and that 

of the second can be shown to be quite small. Sandars has demonstrated 

that for the heavy alkalis the expectation value of the third term isappreci-

able, and that, in fact, the ratio of the "cesiums' EDM to the electron's 

EDM is ,::= 100. 

In several relate,d experiments, Lipworth. Sandars. and co

workers (117.118) searched for a cesium EDM by a method similar to 

that employed for the free neutron. They induced a resonance between 

the Cs ground-state Zeeman levels (F=4, m
F

=-3) and (F=4. m
F

=-4) in 

a weak magnetic field (see Figure 6. transition~) and adjusted the rf to 

the point of maximum slope on the central peak of the interference pattern 

of the separated oscillating fields.' The beam passes between two con,.. 

denser plates situated between the rf fields. and a voltage modulated at 

frequency w is applied. The resulting signal at w (linear Stark effect) is separated 

from the signal occuring at 2w{due to 'quadratic Stark e££ect)with a phase - sensitive 

detector. The signal at ~ could. ~f course. arise from spurious instrumental e££~cts. 

For example, the atomic magnetic moment interacts with a magnetic' 

field vXE/c as it passes through the electric field .. To guard against -
this, Sandars uses a symmetric beam ma,chine with two ovens and two de-

tectors. and with two beams going in opposite directions. At present the 

experimental results show that a cesium's EDM,' if it exists. must be 

-20 
les s than 10' e. cm. 'This implies. from Sandars' calculation, that the 

-22 
electron's EDM must be les s than 10 e. cm. At,the time of writing. 

work to refine these results continues. 

..... 
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4.2 Atomic Beams and Beta Decay 

4.2.1 Coupling constants of beta decay, -Experiments in which 

the decay-in-flight of polarized neutron beams are observed have played 

an important role in the elucidation of the beta-decay coupling constants ',I 

and have contributed significantly to our understanding of beta decay (119). 

Recently my co-workers and I have observed the decay-in-flight of polarized 

beams of 19Ne nuclei, to make a sensitiv~ test of ! invariance in the decay 

19 19 + . Ne - F + e + v (120). In order to give a clear discussion of this work, 

let us briefly review the status of our knowledge of the coupling constants 

in beta decay, and also discuss the angular correlations occurring in 

allowed beta decay, which are utilized in the 19Ne experiment. 

Of the five primitive~ decay interactions (S,~ T, .~, andP), the 

scalar (S) and vector ('y)are identified as Fermi type radiations, in 

which the total angular momentum carried off by the leptons in allowed 

decay is zero. The axial vector (~) and tensor (T) are Gamow-:.eller type 

radiations, in which the lepton angular momentum for allowed decay is 

unity. Since the nucleons participating in ..@ decay are nonrelativistic, the 

pseudo-scalar interaction Pdoes not contribute. That the Fermi and Gamow

Teller radiations are solely V and!::, respectively, is most convincingly 

demonstrated by the well-known results of angular correlation experimehts 

witp. the decays of unpolarized 35Ar (almost pure V). 23 Ne and 6He (pure A), 

and 19Ne and the free neutron (mixed V and !::) (121,122). The magnitude of 

the ratio of axial to vector coupling constants in nuclear ~ decay, 

IcA/cvl = 1.18, is obtained from the neutron ft value (123) and also from 

the average ft values of the 0+ - 0+ pure Fermi transitions of nuclei such as 

14
0 and 26 Al *. There remains the question of the relative phase 1 of the 

coupling constants: 
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_ icj> 
C AiCv - re • 34. 

The quantity cj> was determined in neutron decay (1Z4), and the. 

facts discussed above were verified by examination of the various angular 

correlations between the electron momentum p, anti-neutrino momentum -
q, and neutron spin polarization direction I.. all of which occur in the decay-- . 
in-flight of polarized neutrons. The results of these experiments can easily 

be understood by reference to the theoretical formula for the differential 

transition rate d?-. for an allowed beta decay for which Ii = If = 1/Z. When 

summing over polarizations of the emitted electron, one finds (1Z5): 

Z Z 
F(+ Z, E)p q dp dOe dO v 

d}.. = 

v (2) 
+ a~ • q + T . 

35. 

Here F(+ z, E) is the Fermi function; E' v, and E are the momentum, - -1 
velocity, and energy, respectively, of the electron; q = e (E -E) is . max 

the magnitude of neutrinornornentum, and q is a unit vector in its di-

rection; and dOe and dQy are differential solid angles for electron and 

neutrino, respectively. The spin polarization of the initial nuc1eusis 

specified by (!j/I. The quantities i,a,~, B, and Q are given by: 

g = I C v 12 I ( 1 ) ·I
Z 

+ I C A IZI < a ) I
Z 

ag= I C v I
Z 

I (1) I
Z 

- ~ I C A 121 < a) 12 

Ag= ± ~ I C AI21 (a) I
Z -I} (CvC At.' + C A Cvt.') ( 1) (a) 

Bg= + ~ IcAIZI (a) I
Z -If (CVCAi~ + CACV>:') ( 1) (f!) 

• >:< >'~ 

Dg= vi- (CvC A - C A Cv ) ( 1) (a) 

36. 

37. 

38. 

39. 

40. 
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where < 1 > and < (J > are the Fermi and Gamow-Teller matrix elements, 

respectively. In Formulae 37-40, corrections due to a final-state inter

action between the electron and final nucleus are neglected. In this 

approximation 12 must be zero if time-reversal invariance (T) holds in 

beta decay, since l' implies that C A/CV is real (cj> = 0 or 180 deg). 

Coulomb effects might contribute a finite amount to Q even if I holds. 

However, to first order in Zu/p, the Coulomb correction vanishes if 

scalar and tensor couplings are zero (125). (Here ~ is the charge of the 

final nucleus.) Thus a preCise measurement of Q gives a sensitive test 

of T. 

The beta decay asymmetry coefficient A can be determined by 

obs ervation of the fore -aft asymmetry in e:l: emis sion of polarized nuclei (126). 

No direct determination of the corresponding asymmetry coefficient B in 

neutrino emis sion can be made, but ~ can nevertheles s be determined by 

observing coincidences of electrons and recoil ions emitted in the decay 

of polarized nuclei. One thereby infers the neutrino direction from con-

s ervation of momentum. The cros s -correlation coefficient D can likewis e 

be determined by observation of electron-recoil ion coincidences from 

decay (,If polarized nuclei. 

Experiments to determine !:,~, and D in neutron decay yielded 

the results: 

A= - 0.11:1:0.02, B = + 0.88:1:0.15, D = + 0.04:1:0.05. 

Thes e results and the values < (j > = + yf'S, < 1 > = + 1 for neutron decay, 

when inserted in Formulae 36 and 38-40, yield the values 

I C AI Cv I = 1. 18 

cj> = 175:1:6 deg. 

consistent with T invariance. 

41. 

42. 
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The dis covery of CP violation (1. 27) in K2 decay has generated 

wide interest in the question of possible T violation in weak interactions. 

There is no clear connection between the well-established CP violation 

in neutral K decay and a pos sible I violation in strangenes s - cons erving 

beta decay. Still~ the issue is so f~.mdamental that it is worthwhile to 

repeat the D experiment with a different beta transition~ 
. 19 

We chose Ne 

for this study because of the relative ease of production of a polarized 

beam (1.8,19), and because of its large decay matrix elements: 

(1) = 1., (a) = - 1.46±0.08. (Re£.19). 

The radioactivity is produced in the reaction 1.9 F(p, n) 1. 9Ne at 

the Berkeley 88-inch cyclotron with a target containing SF 6 gas. The 

neon is separated from the SF 6 and delivered to an atomic beam source 

at 30° K from which it effuses in the 1S0 ground state. The beam is mad~ 

25 times as intense by recirculating the radioactive gas through the source. 

A conventional deflection magnet selects either of the nuclear polariza-

tion states. MI = ± 1/2 (see Figure 1.3). and polarizations of approximately 

0.80 are achieved, as confirmed by obs ervation of the beam deflection 

pattern~ 

The beam path terminates in the asymmetry detector, a short 

cylinder with a long, narrow channel entrance and thin end walls with 2_d-

jacent scintillation counters. The asymmetry detector monitors the beam 

. d 19· . h 1ntensityan polarization continuously. The Ne atoms rema1n 1n t .. e 

cylinder for about 2 sec, and make about 1.0
4 

wall collisions. In spite 

of this, polarization is maintained parallel to the cylinder axis, and an 

asymmetry in positron emission by atoms decaying in the cylinder is ob-

~erved, consistent with the value A(19 Ne ) = - 0.033 measured previously (18,19). 
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19 . 
. To measure D( Ne}, the spin orientation of beam atoms in the 

coincidence detector chamber is maintained (as shown in Figure 13), 

with axial guiding coils. For measurements of 1?, the polarization is 

kept perpendicular to the beam over the entire flight path from deflection 

magnet to asymmetry detector. 

The coincidence cham.ber houses two detector banks, each con-

taining four positron counters and four ion counters spaced alternately 

around an octagon. (See Figure 14.) The positron counters are conven-

tional scintillators with discriminators set to accept pulses from positrons 

with kinetic energies greater than 0.7 MeV. {The maximum e + kinetic 

energy is 2.24 MeV.} The recoil ions 19F - possess kinetic energi'es in 

a continuous range up to 210 eV(121) compared with 0.003 eV for 19Ne 

beam atoms). Recoil ions drift from the beam axis to the inner grid 

(Figure 14). are accelerated by an increment of 9 keV, and enter secondary 

emission detectors (128). The drift region enclosed by the inner grid is 

electric field-free. A weak magnetic field imposed to define the axis of 

polarization has negligible effect on the trajectories of the decay products. 

The symmetrical detector arrangement shown in Figure 14 has the ad-

vantage that many possible systematic errors that might otherwise be 

introduced into the data, cancel to high order. 

The results of this investigation are: 

B ( 
1 9 N e) = O. 90 ±O. 13 

D( 19Ne ) = + 0.002±0.014 . 

The latter implies that 

<j> = 180.2±1.6 deg. 

again consistent with 1 invariance. 
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4.3 Experimental Limits for the Electron-Proton Charge 
Difference and for the Charge of the Neutron 

Zorn, Chamberlain, and Hughes (1Z9) have determined upper 

liInits for the electric charges on the atoms of Cs and K and on the 

molecules HZ and D Z by molecular-beam-deflection in an in

tense electric field. The results can be interpreted as showing that 

the magnitude of the electron charge differs from that of the proton by 

less than 5 parts in 10 19, and that the neutron charge is less than 

. 5 X 10 -19 I e I. Still smaller upper limits (~4 X 10 -ZO) for the electron-

proton charge difference are obtained in experiments by King (130), in 

which the change in potential of a metal container relative to its sur-

roundings is observed as a gas (HZ' He) effuses from the container. 

In addition to their general interest, these experiments are use-

ful as a specific test of the suggestion made several years ago by 

Lyttleton and Bondi (131). They pointed out that if the electron-proton 

charge difference were only Z parts in .10
18 

of the electron charge, the 

observed rate of expansion of the universe could be explained as an 

electric repulsion. Earlier, Einstein had pointed out that if the relative 

difference were only 3 parts in 1019 , one could understand the magne-

tic fields of the earth and sun as the fields of rotating charged bodies. 

The results of the recent experiments appeal' to rule out.these sug-

gestions. 
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5. STATIC PROPERTIES OF ATOMIC NUCLEI 

5.1 . The Isotope Shift 

, 5.1.1 General method. - Marrus and collaborators (132, 133) have de-

veloped an ingenious atomic - beam method for investigating isotope shifts. They 

employ a conventional atomic - beam machine with flop-in geometry, 

the ~ region consisting of a pair of electric field plates capable of 

sustaining large electric fields. The space between the plates is illu-

minated by filtered resonance radiation from a commercial resonance 

lamp. In the work we describe, the D 1 (2p 1/2 - 2S 1/2) transition in 

133Cs is employed. In the first experiments the radiation is a resolved 

doublet with peaks separated by the ground- state hfs splitting 

(:::::: 9000 MHz). (The hfs splitting of the 2p 1/2 state is small and can 

be ignored. ) 

Consider first the effect of the radiation on a beam of 133Cs 

atoms. At zero electric field in the C region, beam-atom absorption 

lines ,coincide with the lan~p emis sion lines, re,sonance absorption takes 

place, and in ,the ensuing decay, half of the atoms flip their: spins and 

are thus refocused on the detector, giving a fin,ite signal. When the· 

electric field is turned on, the Stark effect depresses the energy levels 

22·2' 
of the P 3/ 2 ' Pi/2' and S1/2 states and decreases the D1 and D2 

separations (see Figure 16). The relative shifts of hfs levels and of 

Zeeman sublevels are negligibly small compared with the gross shifts 

of the levels themselves. If a sufficiently large electric field is applied 

to change the 2p 1/2 - 2S 1/2 separation by more than 'the lamp linewidth, 

the beam detector signal goes to zero. If the electric field is increased 

enough more, the D 1 separation is reduced by an amount equal to the 
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2S1/2 hfs splitting. At this point the abso
1

rption lines and lamp emission 

lines overlap again, and another flop-in signal is observed. From the 
2 . 

known ground-state hfs and assumed E dependence of the Stark effect, 

the difference in P 1/2 and S1/2 polarizabilities is determined in 133Cs 

85 . 
and Rb. The results are in very good agreement wlth computed val-. 

ues (134, 135). 

If one employs a 133Cs absorption cell between the lamp and the 

beam, it becomes pos sible to narrow the absorption line considerably. 

The width of the cell absorption line is ordinarily determined by Dop-

pIer effect. However, if the atoms in the cell are in an atomic beam 

parallel to the main beam, the jinewidth is more nearly the natural 

width. 
2 . 

In this way the P 1/2 hfs is resolved and determined quantita-

tively. (See Figure 17). 

5.1.2 Measurements of the isotope shift in Cs. - If one uses 

instead a beam of some other isotope (e. g., 134Cs m), the lamp reso-

nance line and the beam atom absorption line no longer match at zero 

electric field. However, application of the electric field decreases the 

D .. 134C m . h b' . h' 1 separatlon ln s to a pOlnt were a sorptlon can occur; In t lS 

b · h· , h'f b 133C d 134C m f way one 0 talns t e lsotope s 1 t etween s an s rom 

knowledge of the Stark effect. At the time of writing, the additional 

isotopes of Cesium:!.: = 127,129,131,134, and 137 -had been investigated 

relative to 133Cs . All of the latter have zero isotope shift (± 15 mK). 

One would predict a finite volume shift of :::; 11 mK/ s.ec per neutron, 

and the results are therefore rather surprising. 

5.2 Magnetic Moments of Mirror Nuclei 

The magnetic moments of mirror nuclei are of interest, since 
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many of the'm can be predicted with reasonable accuracy from relatively 

simple nuclear models. If one knows the magnetic moments of both 

members of a mirror pair, it is useful to compare the moment sum 

with that predicted by theory, since in this sum, contributions to the 

individual moments arising from pionic exchange currents cancel (136),. 

One hopes (vainly so far) to gain insight into the nature of these exchange 

current contributions. 

The magnetic moments of the stable mirror nuclei were determined 

by conventional methods years ago. More recently the moments of many 
I 
I 

of their unstable partners have been measured with a variety of techniques. 
, 

Although it is not an atomic -beam measurement, the recent work of 

Sugimoto et al. (137) on 17 F is worthy of special mention. In this 

17 16 17 . 
experiment F nuclei are produced in the O(d, n) F reactlOn by 

deuteron bombardment.of a thin foil of SiOZ' The recoil 17 F nuclei 

emitted at a definite angle possess considerable polarization. These 

nuclei are trapped on a surface of pure CaF 2 and remain there in the 

presence of a str'ong magnetic field, which defines an axis of quantization 

for nuclear magnetic resonance and decouples .!.. and !!...The relaxation 

time for the nuclear spin polarization is comparable to the half life 

(66 sec), so that in 13+ decay, considerable anisotropy is observed in the 

fore-aft directions. When nuclear magnetic resonance is induced by an 

external coil, the anisotropy reverses. 

In the work of Cal apr ice et al (138) 

19Ne work mentioned earlier (18, 19) 35 Ar 

35
A On r, similar to the 

atoms polarized in an atomic 

beam are stored in a thin-walled bulb, and the anisotropy of decays is 

observed with counters adjacent to the bulb walls. The anisotropy is 
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reversed when magnetic resonance is induced in a C field. From 

measurements of the anisot!l'OPY, one obtains a value of the axial vector 

reduced matrix element (a) in the 35Ar -- 35Cl decay; this value is 

considerably more precis e than that derived from electron-neutrino 

angular correlation work (121). 

Table IV lists the magnetic moments of mirror pairs of nuclei 

for which the moment is known for both members. The deviations of 

3H and 3He moments from their respective "Schmidt" values are well 

accounted for by equal and opposite exchange current contributions, as 

is well known. One expects only small deviations from Schmidt values 

for the sum of moments of mirror nuclei which have an odd nucleon in 

13 13 15 15 
the P 1/2 state (c. f. N - Cand D - N) (151). In addition, very 

small deviations are expected for "doubly magic plus or minus one" " 

nuclei (e. g., A = 15, !:: = 17). For A = 11, 19, 21, and 35, the situation 

is more complex. Here the d'eviations of individual moments from 

"single-particle model" values are in general large. Any accurate 

calculation of the moments should take into account the appreciable 

nuclear distortions and collective effects. For A = 11, . this is particularly 

difficult since one must consider seven nucleons in the 1 p shell. The 

most extensive calculations have been done by Kurath (151). Here the 

predicted moments depend sensitively on the amount of spin-orbit coupling. 

If one chooses the toupling parameter to give the best agreement with low-

lying excited-state energies, the experimental and theoretical moments 

disagree by about 0.5 nrn. 

For A =19, a rotational model calculation (19) gives better 

agreement with the observed magnetic moment of 19F and the low-lying 



TABLE IV 

Magnetic Moments of Mirror Nuclei 

Parent Daughter 

Magnetic Magnetic Magnetic 

Nucleus Half moment Nucleus Half 
moment moment 2: _2: 

life Expt. Theor. life Expt. Theor. 2: 1=expt 22=theor 
1 -- , l 

n 11 min 1/l -1.913a 
p 1/2 2.793

j 
+0.880 

3
H 12 Y 1/2+ 2.979

b 2.793 s 
3 

He 1/2+ k 
-2 .. 127 _ _1.913 5 

+0.852 +0.880 -0.028 

11C 
21 min 3/2- (-)1.027 c 

-1.913
5 1iB 3/2- +2.686

1 +3.793 s 1.659 1.880 -0.221 

13
N 10 min 1/2- ..;0.321d -0.264 s 

13
C 1/2- 0.702

m 
0.638

5 
0.381 0.374 +0.007 

15
0 123 5ec 1/2- 0.71 ge 

+0.638
5 15

N 1/2- _0.283 n _0.264 5 
0.436 0.374 +0.062 

17 F 5/2+ 4.722f 
4.793

5 17
0 5/2+ -1.894P -1. 913

5 I 

66 sec 2.828 2.880 -0.052 ,.J::.. 
;t,O,I 

19
Ne 18 sec 1/2+ -1.887 g -1.'89 g 19

F 1/2+ 
I 

2.628
Q 2.74 g 0.741 0.85 -0.11 

21Na 23 sec 3/2+ 2.386h 2.41~~h 21Ne 3/2+ _0.662r -0.71 h +1.724 +1.70 +0.024 

35 Ar 1.8 sec 3/2- O.632
i 0.48 i. 35(:1 3/2- +0.821

t 
+0.98 

i 
1.453 1.46 -0.01 

a 
Reference 139 gReferences 18, 19 

m 
Reference 145 

b 
Reference 140 

h 
Reference 142 nReference 146 

cReference 141 i PReference 147 c:: Reference 138 
0 

d 
jReference 143 QReference 148 

::0 
Reference 17 t-< 

I 

k 
,..,.. 

e r --.J Reference 16 Reference 144 Reference 149 ,.J::.. 
LV 

f . 1 slSchmidt" value 
\J1 

Reference 137 Refe rence 10 

t 
Reference 150. 
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excited-state energies of 19Ne than previous calculations . A spin-

orbit correction has the right sign and approximate magnitude to ac

count for the remaining deviation in 19F . " 

For A = 23, a collective model calculatioh gives rough qualitative 

agreement with the observed moments, and improves appreciably on the 

sihgle-particle values. For A = 35, a rotational model calculation gives 

very close but almost certainly fortuitous agreement. 

The remaining discrepancies cannot be accounted for in a quan-

titative and unambiguous way, owing to the obvious complexities of 

nuclear structure calculations. At present it seems quite hopeless to 

say anything definite about small pionic exchange current contributions 

to the magnetic moments of m.irror nuclei. 

It is a pleasure to thank my wife Ulla for her understanding and 

cooperat:i.on in the preparation of this article, and my colleagues 
.i" 

H. M. Gibbs, R. Marrus, and E. H. Wichmann for numerous helpful 

suggestions and comments. 
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CAPTIO'NS FOR ILLUSTRATIONS 

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of standard' atomic-beam magnetic resonance 

apparatus of flop-in type, including (1) collimator slit, (2) r{ 

transition region, and (3) beam stop. Atoms in beams a 

undergo rf resonance reorientation in (2) and are refocused oh 

detector. Beams b are deflected out. Beam deflections are 

gros sly exaggerated for pictorial clarity. 

Fig. 2. Cros s section of typical two-wire deflection magnet. For 

, magnetization well below saturation values, the pole tip 

surfaces a. and ~ coincide with magnetic equipotenfi:als .. 

which would be produced by two equal and 9Pposite line cur-

rents (1) and (2) perpendicular to page. At point, p. the field 

is in the z direction with a B/a z = 0.98 B/a. The field 

gradient v:aries by only a sITlall amount from this over beam 

height (the beam cross section indicated by dotted lines). 

Fig. 3. Cros s section of pole -tip arrangement for "hexapole" deflect-

ing field. To a good approximation the force on a magnetic 

u. ". ,:"di.p6le .. ,moment in this field varies as fJ.r, independent of e. 
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" Fig. 4. Typical resonance curve of Ramsey separated oscillating 

. fields for a beam with Maxweilian velocity distribution. The 

central fringe is a maximum for zero relative phase of the' 

two separated rf fields. The width of the central fringe is 

;::! v/L, and that of the envelope is ;::! viP. • 

Fig. 5. Breit-Rabi diagram for I = 1/2, J = 1/2, fJ.I > 0 (e. g., the 

1
2

S 1/2 state of hydrogen or muonium). The states are 

labeled by m
F

, but m F is a good quantum number only for· 

x = o. 

Fig. 6. Breit-Rabi diagram for I = 7/2, J = 1/2, fJ.I> 0 (e. g., the 

2 133 
6 S 1/2 ground state of Cs)., Various transitions of interest 

(a-e) are described in text. 

Fig. 7. Schematic diagram of the atomic hydrogen maser. (See also 

Reference 50~ ) 

Fig. B. Ion trap and optically pumped Cs beam apparatus for the study 

of He + rf spectra. The quadrupole electrode surfaces are 

hyperboloids of revolution. Ion trapping times of about 20 

minutes have been achieved. From Dehmelt and Major 

(Rei'erenceB,o.; ;s.ee ,also Reference 55). 
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.. , 
Fig. 9. Zeeman effect of'the n=2 fine-structure levels of hydrogen 

or singly ionized helium. Hyperfine structure is neglected. 

Fig. 10. Schematic diagram of level-crossing apparatus for the study 

.1 
!~ 

of the Lamb shift in Hand D, n=2. (see Robiscoe, Referen~es 

91, 92, and 93). 

Fig. 11. Zeeman effect of the n=2, J =1/2 states of hydrogen including 

hfs. Of the 4 f3-e level crossings, two (A, B) have been 

measured by Robiscoe (91, 92, 93). 

Fig. 12. Observation of quenching of the metastable state f3
B 

near the 

f3 B -eB eros sing point. The experimental poi'nts (0) are 

compared with a line shape derived from the Bethe-Lamb 

theory of the lifetime of the 2S state in external fields. From 

Robiscoe (91). 

Fig. 13. Schematic diagram of 19Ne atomic-beam apparatus for investi-

gation of time-reversal invariance in beta decay. (A) Asym-

metry detector; (C 1_
3

) Differential pumping chambers; 

(D 1-2) Detector banks. Spin and magnetic field orientations 

are shown for D experiment. Beam deflections are gros sly 
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exaggerated for'-clarity as in Fig. 1. The separation of the 

MI = ± 1/2 beams in the detecfbr chamber is actually less 

than 0.05 cm. 

Fig. 14. Schematic diagram of one detector bank, 19Ne experiment. 

Ion detectors are labeled 1-4 and positron detectors are 

labeled a -d. The beam is directed into the page. For 12. 

experiment, in which coincidence pairs a-2, b-4 are compared 

with pairs d-2, c-4, respectively, spin orientation is along 

x axis. For D experiment, 19Ne spin is into or out of 

page; coincidence pairs a-2, b-1, c-4, and d-3 are compared 

to pairs a-i, b-4, c-3, and d-2, respectively. A typical a-2 

event is shown, with p, q, and r in directions of positron, 

neutrino, and recoil ion, respectively. 

F ' 15 P 't 19F '1 ' "d t d 1 t' Ig. • OSl ron- -reCOl -lon COlnCl ence coun s versus e ay Ime. 

Delayed coincidences occuring in the time interval 1.75-3.25 -

fJ.sec are used in J2. and D measurements. The curve is 

obtained from a calc~lation of the geometry and the theoreti-

cal ion energy distribution, with a correction for beam scat-

tering by residual gas. The points are experimental. 
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/. 

F ' 16 Th D . '1 1 d t 't' l'n 133C' s, wl'th the hfs 19. • e 1 energy eve s an ranSl lons 

2 
of the 6 P 1/2 state .neglected. , 

,'" 

F ' 17 Th D 1 1 d t 't' l'n 133Cs wl'th the· his 19. . e 1 energy eve s an ranSl lons 

2 
of the 6 P 1/2 state resolved. Signal- ~ occurs at zero 

electric field. Signals~, :i' and 5 occur at succes sively 

higher electric fields. 
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This report was prepared as an account of Government 
sponsored work. Neither the United States, nor the Com
mission, nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or 
implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, 
or usefulness of the informati~n contained in this 
report, or that the use of any information, appa
ratus, method, or process disclosed in this report 
may not infringe privately owned rights; or 

8. Assumes any l{abilities with respect to the use of, 
or ·for damages resulting from the use of any infor
mation, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in 

this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behal f of the 
Commission" includes any employee or contractor of the Com
mission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that 
such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee 

of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access 
to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 
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